
 

 
In an attempt to glorify the new age of e-books, Chris Torpin passionately writes in the FORUM 
pages of a large Melbourne daily newspaper of the advantages of using a Fireside. His article is 
consistent with that of an opinion piece, as it employs a range of trades and techniques such as 
anecdotes to showcase how much he really ‘love[s] [his] Fireside’.  
 
In light of people not knowing what exactly a Fireside is, Chris aims to showcase what a ‘near 
perfect’ representation of a book it is, only that it is an ‘electronic book’. Chris launches into a myriad 
of reasons as to why and how the Fireside is just like a real book, but with added benefits. The 
problems associated with reading a real book such as not being giving the definition of a word, or 
the print being to small, are all combated and rebutted when Chris ardently expresses his points 
throughout the article. He goes on to stress the structural similarity of the Fireside and how with an 
‘optional rigid leather case’ the Fireside becomes ‘just like a book to hold’, accentuating the 
handiness of it to people whose ‘posture varies between semi and totally recumbent’. While his 
readers are left to contemplate about this new revolution, Chris concentrates on building up a sense 
of trust with his readers as he colloquially informs them of low prices associated with the Fireside 
and e-books. The use of informal terms such as ‘and, hey’ allow him to casually declare that 
‘Fireside-edition books cost about two-thirds the regular price’, once again placing emphasis on the 
fact this benefit only applies to ‘Fireside-edition books’. In a final attempt to praise the Fireside, 
Chris demonstrates the pleasure it has to offer and how easy it is to adapt to it, with the use of an 
anecdote. Chris describes how his partner, once subjected to the Fireside, did not give it back until 
finishing her book. This, along with the claims of how he ‘only had to use [his Fireside] once to be 
convinced’, proves to Melbournian readers how seemingly beneficial it is to use the Fireside, without 
having to worry about not liking it or being able to cope with it.   
 
In contrast to the rather ardent tone of Chris Torpin is Annabel Houghton, adopting a serious yet 
fuming tone in her opinion piece while trying to sway Melbournian readers to think otherwise of the 
Fireside and e-books. Playing on her audience’s sense of guilt she points out how we have come to 
betray our ‘friends’, that is our books. Annabel humanizes seemingly ordinary books into ‘lovingly’ 
friends who have ‘weight, sound and appearance’, unlike the Fireside that is ‘uniformly slim, 
odourless and antiseptic’. She states how these ‘books’ provide us with a sense of nostalgia, how 
an ‘electronic note’ would never be the same as a dedication ‘handwritten in blue ink from a former 
boyfriend’. Thus the audience are cajoled into not giving in to a Fireside and any e-books, as 
leaving behind a book would be to leave behind a close friend, something no one would want to do. 
Changing into a rather incensed state, Annabel condemns the distributor of the ‘Fireside’, asserting 
the ‘tech-whizzes’, in spite of trying to keep up with their solace, have made many aspects 
redundant. The fact that Fireside notes can be erased without a trace, do not provide the pleasure 
in showcasing how much of a book you have read or are yet to be read, all exemplify the 
predicaments associated with a Fireside and e-books. These predicaments are further 
demonstrated to the audience when they are giving a touch of humour with Job’s cartoon. The 
sketch of a priest unable to deliver his sermon due to low batteries highlights another predicament 
to the audience of what might happen if we start to implement Firesides within society. It also 
reveals the nasty doom of what will happen to all our books which is symbolised by the burring of 
the books; society will have no use for it. The audience are also given a glimpse of what is to 
happen to the state library of Victoria, or more so the ‘old’ state library of Victoria, as it is sold off 
cheaply just as our value and use of books is. Annabel advances upon the argument of e-book 
products costing less than 500 dollars, when she proves that this price is still ‘elitist’, claiming that 
the e-book ‘has some real economic problems’. Appealing to her readers’ common sense she 
reminds them that each member of the family would need a Fireside, not just one person.  
 
In adopting a range of trades and techniques, each writer aims to predispose Melbournian new 
readers into taking up their viewpoint, whether it be in favour or against Firesides and e-books.     
 


